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A Message from the

Chairman, CEO and President

We enter 2016 on the verge of realizing some game-changing milestones for this

association, with work on the USTA National Campus in Florida slated to be completed

later this year, and the new roof on Arthur Ashe Stadium and our spectacular new

Grandstand Court both on schedule to be unveiled for this year’s US Open. Never before

in the history of the USTA has a single year brought with it such a remarkable wave of

change and innovation. These two very different projects share a very similar aim—to

get more people thinking about tennis, talking about tennis and playing tennis, all in

support of our mission of growing the game.

These major milestones promise to make this year an unforgettable one for our

association, affording us unprecedented resources and facilities that will make a very real

and lasting impact on our sport at every level. When these major construction projects are

complete, we will be better equipped than ever before to build the sort of foundation for

our sport upon which we can engineer long-term, sustainable growth. 

Of course, as impressive and impactful as these new structures will be, this association will continue—as it always

has—to be powered by its people, whose shared dedication and passion for tennis not only have helped to make these major

projects a reality, but also continue to make a major impact at the grass-roots level in local communities across the country.

We’ve done a good job to this point of getting more people on more courts in more places—but we can do better. This

year of change and innovation provides us all with a perfect opportunity to really examine what we’re doing and to redouble

our efforts to do those things better. It’s up to all of us to raise our individual games so that we can continue to raise the

game we all love.

We need to recommit to our outreach efforts; we need to present this association and our sport in a more welcoming

manner to a more diverse audience. There will never be a better time or better opportunity for us to get the word out about

our sport and its many benefits. There has never been a better time for all of us to truly come together to listen to and learn

from each other.

This year presents us with a perfect storm of opportunity, as these headline-grabbing highlights figure to shine the

spotlight brightly upon tennis throughout the year. I urge you to do all that you can to make sure that the sport it illuminates

is shining as brightly as possible. 

Katrina M. Adams

USTA Chairman, CEO and President




